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ABSTRACT
*

*

Intuitively, one believes that cost ought to be a significant decisionmaking factor in
the Soviet weapons acquisition process. If that is indeed true, then DoD decisionmakers
should be quite interested in when, how, and to what extent cost shapes the outcome of the
Soviet weapons acquisition process. However, interest alone is not enough. There must
also be sufficient data available about the role that cost plays in the process.
With these perspectives in mind, the authors undertook this project, under IDA's
Independent Research Program, aimed at:

•

(1) ascertaining whether DoD officials were in fact interested in the impact of cost
in shaping Soviet weapons choices and, if so, where this concern might play in
the U.S. decisionmaking process; as well as
(2) identifying potential data to address DoD's concerns.

0

The project was limited to about six man-weeks of effort (split between two
analysts). Hence, the results are necessarily modest. Nevertheless, this preliminary
investigation revealed that there is interest in the topic and that data are available to address
several significant issues.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Intuitively, one believes that cost should be a significant factor in Soviet decisional
calculus about which weapons systems to procure and in what numbers. This should be
especially true now that Mikhail Gorbachev asserts an intention to reduce Soviet defense
spending.
If that is indeed true, then Department of Defense (DoD) decisionmakers should be
interested in when, how, and to what extent cost shapes the outcome of the Soviet weapons
acquisition process. Our investigation revealed three areas in which DoD would
particularly benefit from increased understanding of cost as a Soviet decisionmaking factor:
•

Formulating U.S. cost imposing strategies,

•

Assessing U.S. cost effectiveness at the margin, and

*

Costing Soviet threat options to specific U.S. programs.

Preliminary data searches also suggest that there is information available to shed
some light on how cost shapes the outcome of the Soviet weapons acquisition. process.
These information sources can be categorized according to five broad themes:

0

•

level of Soviet decisionmaking and type of decisionmaker,

*

type of decisions;

0

nature of decisions;

*

impact of concern over cost on the outcome of decisions;

•

role of different actors in estimating costs, approving expenditures of
resources, and monitoring the subsequent implementation.

Although our investigation revealed a need to understand how cost functions in the
Soviet decisionmaking process, this is not an end in itself. Instead, understanding the role
of cost is better envisioned as a tool that will help DoD officials make better decisions about

0

other topics. Consequently, it may not always be clear to potential beneficiaries that they
should take the intermediate step of studying cost as a decisionmaking factor.
Nevertheless, we believe that doing so is important and so the necessary spade work ought
to be undertaken.
S-1
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I. FRAMING THE PROBLEM

A.

4

BACKGROUND

Intuitively, one believes that cost should be a significant factor in the Soviet
weapons acquisition process, especially now that Mikhail Gorbachev intends to reduce
defense spending. If that is indeed true, then Department of Defense (DoD) decisionmakers should be interested in when, how, and to what extent cost shapes the outcome of
the Soviet weapons acquisition process. However, interest alone is not enough. Sufficient
data must also be available to shed meaningful insights.
With these perspectives in mind, the authors undertook a project under IDA's
Independent Research Program which focused on:
(1) ascertaining whether DoD officials were indeed interested in the impact of cost
in shaping Soviet weapons choices and, if so, where this concern might play in
DoD deliberations; as well as
(2) identifying potential data to address DoD's concerns.
The results of this effort are necessarily modest since the project only expended six
man-weeks of effort, split between two analysts. Nevertheless, these resources were
sufficient to reveal that there is interest in the topic and that data are available to address
several significant issues.
B.

0

APPROACH

The issues raised above were addressed in two primary ways. First, project
participants interviewed senior Defense Department officials to solicit their views on
relevant concerns. At the same time, members of the Intelligence Community were queried
on state-of-the-art knowledge about cost and effectiveness in the Soviet weapons decisionmaking process.
The other major effort was aimed at identifying potential data sources. This
involved searching a number data bases and indices, including:

..
......
... ...
. ...
.......
.. .

m~ m m...

*

Defense Technical Information Center data base;

*

RAND index of classified and unclassified studies;

*

Defense Intelligence Agency Register of Intelligence Publications;and

*

Defense Intelligence Agency Scientific and Technical Intelligence Register.

More specifically, the authors scoured these sources for information about key
Soviet organizations (e.g., the General Staff, the Military Industrial Commission),
functional topics (e.g., Soviet discussions of cost and effectiveness algorithms), and
historical incidents (e.g., public debate between Brezhnev and the military about the
appropriate levels of defense spending). The resultant list of potential source documents
was then screened (based on data base abstracts) for relevance. Next, hard copies of
interesting items were ordered and examined in a preliminary fashion. (See the
bibliography in Appendices A and B.)

2

S

II. AREAS OF RELEVANCE
Soviet weapons costs have long been of major concern to the Department of
Defense and the Intelligence Community. Indeed, considerable attention each year goes
into costing Soviet weapons systems and then into aggregating individual system estimates
into total Soviet defense costs. Additionally, aggregate figures are compared against U.S.
estimates of Soviet gross national product to assess the military burden to the economy as a
whole.
Some U.S. analysts argue that such costing has become a guidepost for assessing
the adequacy of U.S. defense spending as well as a surrogate for the Soviet military
threat. 1 However, this approach to costing is really pricing exercises and, consequently,
does not deal directly with how cost functions as a decisionmaking factor in Soviet
deliberations.
Unfortunately, these standard treatments of cost gloss over a number of profound
questions:

*

*

Do Soviet decisionmakers really think about military issues in economic terms?

*

Do they consciously trade cost versus effectiveness?

9

Do Soviet military (or political leaders for that matter) ever worry about the
relative costs of specific weapons systems or their defense program as a whole
versus U.S. counterparts?

*

Do Soviet decisionmakers even know about either the absolute costs or the
overall economic opportunity costs of defense expenditures? If so, do they
care?

•

If defense costs are known and seen as important, how do these perceptions
affect the outcome of the Soviet weapons acquisition process?

At least one respected U.S. commentator on Soviet affairs believes that such
questions are central to understanding the Soviet defense decisionmaking process, but that

1

Stephen M. Meyer, Economic Constraints in Soviet Defense Decision-Making, Center for

International Studies, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, p. 1.
3

such questions have, for the most part, been ignored. 2 In fact, our brief survey of people
and literature suggests that such questions are recognized as central to several major DoD
initiatives, but that the issues are seldom confronted directly. Rather, these questions are
subsumed as assumptions in analyses being undertaken for other purposes.
That notwithstanding, our interviews suggested three areas where understanding
Soviet attitudes toward cost could make a contribution to DoD. These were: (1) costimposing strategies, (2) cost effectiveness at the margin, and (3) costing the Soviet threat.
A.

COST-IMPOSING STRATEGIES

The issue of cost as a Soviet decisionmaking factor bears most directly on DoD
concerns about formulating and implementing cost-imposing strategies according to the
people we interviewed. It is significant in two ways. First, U.S. analysts must understand
if Soviet leaders are swayed by the issue of costs in their weapons choices and, if so, at
what threshold that concern comes into play. Second, U.S. cost-imposing strategists need
to know how cost affects the outcome of Soviet decisions. For example, is cost perceived
like a switch which results in simple go/no go decisions? Or is the impact of cost more
subtle; e.g., changing the technology mix of weapons systems in order to retain important
weapons programs, but to do so within resource limitations?
It is equally important for the cost-imposing strategist to know if Soviet decisionmakers disregard cost in selecting future weapons systems (as is sometimes alleged by
Western observers). If this were true (which we doubt), then the U.S. could easily drive
Soviet leaders into making bad cost-effectiveness decisions vis d vis U.S. initiatives.
However, if cost is important in the Soviet weapons acquisition process, some costimposing strategies should be more difficult to implement successfully.
Despite the apparent importance of understanding how cost functions in the Soviet
decision process, one must recognize that this understanding is not an end in itself. That
is, this understanding functions like a tool in helping the cost-imposing strategist craft a
better initiative. For this reason, the issue of how cost plays in the Soviet process warrants
more attention than it receives.

2

Ibid., p. 2.

4

B.

COST EFFECTIVENESS AT THE MARGIN
The DoD Authorization Act of 1986 states that a strategic defense system may be

deployed only if it is cost effective at the margin. That is,
the system is cost effective at the margin to the extent that the system is able
to maintain its effectiveness against the offense at less cost than it would
take to develop offensive countermeasures and proliferate the ballistic

*

3
missiles necessary to overcome it;...

At first blush, this problem seems a rather straightforward one of comparing the
price of Soviet countermeasure options against the estimated price of targeted strategic
defense systems. Viewed that way, "cost" becomes the key word in the expression "cost
effectiveness at the margin." In that light, effectiveness is a function of cost at best, and is
synonymous with lowest price at worst. Such an approach also assumes a universal
economic rationality which is common both to market economies and to centrally planned
economies.
There is, however, an alternative to the method just described--one which
emphasizes effectiveness rather than cost. (Indeed, cost or price is seen merely as a subset
of the analysis.) This alternative stresses the importance of evaluating the relative value of
options given that each side has differing comparative economic advantages. 4
If one goes down this second road, it becomes crucial to understand how cost
functions as a decisionmaking factor for the Soviet leadership since it implies an
understanding of how they view comparative economic advantage in particular situations.
This, in turn, offers considerable insight into the relative attractiveness of particular
countermeasures to U.S. strategic defense concepts and systems. On the other hand, if one
sees cost effectiveness at the margin a merely a pricing exercise, then how the Soviets view
cost in the weapons acquisition process is irrelevant.
At present, the issue of cost effectiveness at the margin is confined to strategic
defense systems. However, this could well change in the future as Congress becomes
increasingly concerned about how to get "the most bang for the buck" out of scarce U.S.

3
4

"Department of Defense Authorization Act, 1986," Conference Report, The Committee of Conference,
99th Congress, 1st Session, Report 99-235, July 29, 1985, p. 33.
For a fuller discussion of different ways of assessing cost effectiveness at the margin, see "Studying
Cost Effectiveness at the Margin," a memorandum from Andrew W. Hull to Barry Leven and Robert
Kranc of the Strategic Defense Initiative Organization, November 10, 1987.

5

defense resources for all proposed DoD systems. Consequently, understanding how cost
effects the Soviet decision process could also become more important.
C.

COSTING THE SOVIET THREAT

Every U.S. weapons program must define the threat for the out years. And, as part
of this exercise, analysts often seek to project Soviet costs as a way of assessing the
potential attractiveness of various threat options for the Soviets. Implicitly, such analysis
assumes there is a correlation between analytically defined affordability and what the
Soviets will ultimately do.
Unfortunately, costing the Soviet threat often means simply pricing its individual
components. At other times, analysts will go on to argue the affordability of some course
of action based on dollar/ruble estimates for the proposed threat program versus a set of
economic assumptions grounded in a universalist view of economic rationality. That is,
Western analysts tend to project Western market economic assumptions on to Soviet
decisionmakers through mirror imaging. This results in the view that the problem is one of
5
understanding how the Soviets deal with scarcity in the most rational economic fashion.
Here universalist notions like marginalism, continuity, and economic optmalization are
6
applied in a Homo oeconomicus fashion.
Such views miss the point. Centrally administered economies base resource
allocation on political choices about priority undertakings. Consequently, resources may
well be "misallocated" in a purely economic sense. That being the case, analysts worrying
about the affordability of specific threat packages may draw the wrong conclusion because
of their emphasis on the economic rather than the political aspect of Soviet decisionmaking.
This is not the same as saying that Soviet decisionmakers take a "blank check"
approach to dealing with defense allocations. Instead, it suggests that the Soviets may be
willing to bear a marginally higher economic burden (as defined in terms of percentage of
gross national product devoted to defense) than one would expect to be economically
rational. Also, it may mean a willingness to cut back on economically more efficient

5

Lee D. Badgett, "Defeated by a Maze: The Soviet Economy and Its Defense-Industrial Sector," RAND,
N2644-NA, October, 1988, pp. 5-6.

6

Ibid., p. 6.

6

weapons programs in order to finance higher priority, economically less sensible
undertakings.
Understanding where and how cost plays as a decision factor in the Soviet weapons
acquisition process is critical. This is doubly true when those costing the threat base their
analysis on western economic assumptions and models. The resulting analyses may be
able to price Soviet options well but lack sufficient sensitivity to the strong
influence of
politics on economic decisionmaking in a centrally administered economy. Consequently,
analysts focusing on economics alone may be ill-prepared to estimate the outcome of Soviet
decisions.

For these reasons, better threat definition should result from leavening

traditional costing/pricing techniques with insights about how "cost" decisions are shaped
by conditions and priorities unique to the Soviet Union.
D.

FINAL OBSERVATIONS
The foregoing discussion suggests several things.

First, there is a need for

understanding how cost functions in the Soviet decisionmaking process. This is especially
true for U.S. examinations of potential cost-imposing strategies, assessments of cost
effectiveness at the margin, and costing the Soviet threat.

In each case, however,

understanding the role of cost in Soviet decisional calculus is not an end in itself, but rather
a means to another goal. Consequently, it may not always be clear to potential beneficiaries
that they should take the intermediate step of studying cost as a decisionmaking factor.
Nevertheless, we believe that doing so is important and so the necessary educational spade
S

work ought to be undertaken.

7

III. RESULTS OF THE PRELIMINARY
LITERATURE SEARCH
The search for data relevant to the questions raised in the previous chapter involved
three separate approaches. First, the authors conducted preliminary searches of several
computerized data services for monographs, dmigrd literature, analytic reports, and original
Soviet source material. These were scanned for information about key Soviet organizations
which were likely to play in the decisionmaking process, about functional topics related to
cost, and for historical incidents where cost seemed to shape Soviet decisions about cost.
Additionally, the authors examined the holdings of a number of regional libraries (e.g., the
IDA Library, the SDIO Library, the Pentagon Library) for similar material. Lastly, the
authors exploited their personal files for relevant items.
These searches were necessarily narrow in scope because of limited project
funding. Nevertheless, a useful body of data was uncovered. (See Appendices A and B
for a complete listing of authors and material.) This information was grouped into several
general themes, all of which address the issues raised in the previous chapter. These
themes were:
•

level of decisionmaking and type of decisionmakers;

°

type of decisions;

"

nature of decisions;

"

impact of concern over cost for the outcome of decisions;

•

role of different actors in estimating costs, approving expenditures of
resources, and monitoring the subsequent implementation.

Before turning to the specific content of each topic, some general observations are
in order. First, it is worth noting that the Soviets write frequently about estimating costs
for particular military and civilian products, as well as about the place of these estimates in
the research, development, and procurement process. They also write about the importance
of assessing costs in their decision process. However, they write very little about precisely
who uses cost information to actually make decisions. For such information, it is
necessary to turn either to dmigrd literature or to western analysis. Most of the dmigr6
8

*

*

0

literature is very specific; e.g., "we were able to get funding for X, but not Y."
Unfortunately, as few of the 6migrds have been from the higher-level decisionmaking
organizations (Jan Sejna, a Czech official, is an exception), their information sheds
relatively little direct light on how the decision was reached or who was responsible for
making it.7 These questions are better addresed by using reports of Western analysis,
which run the quality spectrum of being unburdened by data to using the best available
intelligence information. U.S. intelligence sources provide information on programs which
have reached the highest levels, but whose development may have been cancelled, selected,
aceerated, or slowed because of cost issues. Unfortunately, the most detailed information
of this sort is likely to be highly classified.
A.

0

*

THE LEVEL OF DECISIONMAKING AND DECISIONMAKERS

Cost is relevant at every level of decisionmaking in the Soviet hierarchy, but its
impact and the level of aggregation may be different. At the highest levels, such as the
Politburo and the Defense Council, the focus is likely to be on major programs and highly
aggregated costs (see, for example, the discussion by Sejna). One interesting question at
this level is how the information is presented: are there ruble costs attached, or is the
information in the form of resources and materials required as a fraction of the totals
available?
The information that is available tends to focus on the decisions themselves, with
costs discussed in only general terms; e.g., the shift to rocketry in part because they are
cheaper and more capable than aircraft under Khrushchev and the scrapping of a number of
ships at the same time or the development of new, presumably more cost-effective RD&A
systems under Brezhnev.

*

Primary sources are almost non-existent on these issues at this level, especially for
the contemporary era. The sources that are available include:

7

*

Khrushchev's two-volume memoir (although we are told that the original
material at Columbia University contains much more than appears in the
published works [see Evangelista, Innovation, p. 801);

•

Aircraft designer A.S. Yakovlev's memoirs, in which he apparently discusses
his involvement in a Defense Council meeting and Brezhnev's emphasis on
reducing costs by minimizing variety;

Information on how costs and cost-issues influence proposals and low-level decisions is discussed in
greater detail in Almquist and Heginbotham's IDA Memorandum Report M-470 (in publication).
9

*

Jan Sejna's discussion of the high-level decisionmaking system in
Czechoslovakia in the late 1960s.

Three valuable secondary sources (for each level) are:
•

Arthur J. Alexander's 1978 Adelphi Paper, Decision-Making in Soviet
Weapon Procurement;,

*

David Holloway's The Soviet Union and the Arms Race;

*

Steve Meyer's Economic Constraintsin Soviet Decision-Making.

The latter, in particular, attempts to distinguish the impact and role of three different levels
of decisionmaking: the senior leadership, the ministry level, and the services.
These same issues arise in discussions at the next level: the Central Committee
Secretariat, the Central Committee, the Council of Ministers, the Military Industriqal
Commision (VPK), the State Planning Committee (Gosplan), the State Committee for
Material and Technical Supply (Gossnab), and the State Committee on Prices
(Goskomtsen). This level is geared towards resolving and implementing the same types of
issues made above.
Again, primary sources are scarce. Those that are available include:
*

Brezhnev's memoirs of his time as Party secretary for defense industry in
Novyy Mir;

•

Kushnirsky's memoirs of working in a Gosplan institute;

*

Faygin's memoirs of working in Goskomtsen;

•

Friedzon's memoirs of working in several positions involved with economic
oversight.

Valuable secondary sources include:
•

Nolting's studies of Soviet research and development;

*

A number of RAND studies of the Soviet defense industries (such as those by
Abe Becker and Arthur Alexander), most of which focus on this level.

Below this level are the Ministry of Defense, the General Staff, the services, and
the defense industrial ministries.
Primary sources for the role and concerns of the military include:
*

Memoirs by designers and biographies of them, which, in the case of P.O.
Sukhoi, describe his dealings with the military and their interests in cost vs.
performance;
10

0

*

Sejna's discussions of decisionmaking in Czechoslovakia in the late 1960s;

0

The Delphic monographs, which frequently refer to dealings between industry
and the military and discussions over costs;

*

The BDM monographs, especially those of Igor Genis on the Voyenpred
system;

0

Several articles in the Soviet General Staff journal Military Thought;
•

The discussions of costs in the Soviet MilitaryEncyclopedia;

•

Several books on cost-effectiveness and systems analysis produced by Soviet
military writers in the late 1960s and 1970s;
Recent discussions in the Soviet press about conversion of defense industries

*

to civilian.
Secondary sources on military interests in cost issues are very few, and include the
Rand studies on civil-military relations and the debate over resource allocation and
Holloway's paper for the Joint Economic Committee. There are very few studies of the
Soviet military's mechanisms for dealing with cost-related issues at other than the most
general levels.
40

0

Primary sources on defense industry include:
*

The series of monographs from Delphic Associates (most focus on the next
level down, but the interaction between the two is a frequent topic of concern);

•

The BDM monographs;

0

The spate of recent Soviet articles on conversion and previous articles by
Soviet defense industrial officials;

*

The literature by and about the weapons designers, in which their relations
with industrial officials is regularly described.

Finally, the role of costs at the plant and design bureau levels are dealt with in a
number of sources:
•

Delphic monographs;

*

The BDM monographs, especially those by Genis;

*

The recent "round-table" discussion of defense plant managers in
Moskovskaya Pravda.

The overall picture presented from these sources is one in which the military
presents requirements and the designers present new ideas. Each set of actors is conscious
of his own costs, but perhaps unable or unwilling to recognize the importance of costs to
11

the other. Designers create weapons with Soviet production capabilities in mind, keeping
costs low, and they pad their proposed budgets to ensure that the expected cuts will not be
too onerous. The military may be less cost conscious, but it is not clear how costs are
levied upon it for weapoins acquisition. The political leadership decides how much can be
spent in satisfying military requirements and/or exploiting new technical possibilities, while
the military and industry bargain over how to design and produce the resulting equipment
and its ultimate price to the military. (The difference between a weapon's price and cost is
outside the scope of this brief overview.)
B. TYPES OF DECISIONS
The second issue in evaluating costs that must be considered is the different types
of decisions which are influenced. There are relatively straightforward technical decisions,
in which two equally effective items have different costs. When the effectiveness varies, of
course, the problem becomes more complex, and one has to ask how the Soviets evaluate
effectiveness and its importance. A third variable that comes into play in such decisions is
the time factor. Soviet sources note that decisions require the juggling of cost,
effectiveness, and time, and that the balance is contingent on circumstances: cost and
effectiveness are generally the two most important, but under conditions of dire threat, for
example, time may come to dominate cost, and resources may be "unrestricted." In
addition, the Soviets note that the effectiveness of a weapon system, which may never see
combat, is difficult to evaluate. [See in particular Sarkisyan's works.]
In order to estimate Soviet weapons costs from a Soviet perspective, western
analysts might use Soviet "cost-estimating relationships," or CERs. Several Soviet CERs
have been published, and examples are included in the study of the shipbuilding industry
by N.P. Lyubushin, the discussions of aircraft engines and aircraft in Sarkisyan and
Starik's book on the aircraft industry, and for rockets and missiles in Mishin's book on
their design. Using such CERs with increaingly available Soviet data on both weapons and
costs should provide information about choices the Soviets may have made historically, as
well as providing insights into Soviet perspectives on the relative costs of technology,
labor, etc.
A second set of trade-offs involves the natural desire of the Soviets to play to their
economic strengths. While technology may provide a relatively inexpensive alternative to
manpower in the United States, the roles may be reversed in the Soviet Union. As a result,
a decision to produce a relatively cheap engine which requires replacement every 250 hours
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may be cheaper than the development of a more complex engine which lasts 2500 hours.
Similarly, the approach selected by the Soviets (to remove the engine and return it to a
factory for servicing) may be a cheaper solution than training hundreds or thousands of
technicians to service the engines on-site (Soviet conscripts are paid only 7 rubles per
month).
While these are mainly technical decisions, the Soviets also have other choices to
make. How a system is employed and its role in Soviet operational art, strategy or doctrine
can be influenced by costs: the emphasis on missiles of the late 1950s and 1960s was
driven in part by the promise of lower costs and greater cost-effectiveness than was the
case for aircraft. This point was made repeatedly by Khrushchev and various weapons
designers at the time. Unfortunately, it is difficult to find specific details linking missions,
operations, and costs, although the Soviets regularly have written about the theme in
general. (See the discussions in Military Thought, Makeyev's article in Morskoy sbornik,
and the book by V'yunenko, Makeyev, and Skugarev.)
Information on these choices includes, of course, the raw data of the choices
themselves: the engines, tanks, or rockets that make up the Soviet aried forces are the
clearest indicators of the choices and priorities of Soviet weapons designers, builders, and
the services.
Primary sources for these decisions vary by level, as suggested above. Technical
0

0

choices are frequently made at the lowest levels, while the broad changes are made at the
highest. An important point to recall, however, is that a higher authority can intercede in
the decisions of its subordinates, and there have often been incentives for lower
organizations to "bump" decisions upstairs, rather than take responsibility. Thus, the type
of decision is not always a good indicator of the level, just as level is not always a good
indicator of type.
Information on technical decisions is relatively abundant in the plant and designer
level material and also in many analyses of Soviet weapons developments. The latter
frequently discuss the technical options available to the Soviets, alternatives explored, and
suggest the reasons for choices made.
Information on strategic decisions, that is, decisions which are designed to achievc
general policy objectives, is more difficult to obtain, but there are general discussions in,
for example, the writings of Marshal Ogarkov or Marshal Akhromeyev's pointed
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announcement to the General Staff that the Soviet military would be procuring less in the
immediate future.
C.

THE NATURE OF THE DECISION OPTIONS
In addition to the level of decisionmaking and the type of decisions which are made,

there is also the question of the nature of cost's impact on decisions. Is there a consistent
way in which cost influences decisions and the Soviet military? Are there rules that the
Soviets consistently apply, such as always buy the option which is the cheapest in the short
term or do they prefer to make long-term investments in systems which, while expensive in
the short run, may mean considerable savings in the future? Are there consistent patterns
of the impact of cost based on decision-level or type, and does its importance vary with the
organization? Finally, how has concern over cost been reflected in the non-procurement or
design decisions which have been made? Ustinov's appointment as Minister of Defense,
the establishment of the Unified System of Design Documentation (YeSKD), the apparent
decision in the early 1970s to emphasize "reverse engineering" and reliance on non-Soviet
technology, and the apparent leveling off of procurement growth rates all reflect the cost
concerns of the leadership and their efforts to impose such concerns on the military, but
each is very different from the other.
A related issue is the ability of the military to transfer funds from one military
account to another. Can funds (or other resources) be transferred between operations and
maintenance, procurement, training, etc? There is little information available on this, with
the exception of Steve Meyer's interview with Shabanov, but information should be
available from the intelligence community on this issue. Western analysts frequently
discuss the shift of resources from, for example, aircraft to missiles, but can resources be
moved so easily? Or is the Five-Year Plan so rigid (as some claim) that such shifts can
only take place at five-year periods? Even then, Soviet acquisition programs may be
budgeted for more than a single Five-Year Plan, so it is reasonable to ask how difficult is it
to scale back a program that has, in theory, been budgeted for a multi-plan period? (The
15- and 20-year plans are generally more flexible.)
Finally, there are opportunity costs that cannot be captured accurately or effectively
in a narrow definition of costs.
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D.

THE IMPACT OF CONCERN OVER COSTS

If the Soviets acknowledge that costs are important, it is just as important to
recognize that the impact of concern over costs may vary. Thus, a country can consistently
tackle new technology in its efforts to reduce costs and/or increase effectiveness, or (as the
Soviets appear to do) continually rely on old, trusted technology whenever possible, using
new technology very selectively.
The impact will also vary by level, and much of the discussion of the impact of
costs by level is also a discussion of these different types of impact: the political leadership
may choose to rely on foreign technology, while the designers and plant managers may
push variants of existing capabilities, all in an effort to keep costs low.
E.

WHO IS CONCERNED ABOUT COSTS AND HOW THEY ARE
MEASURED?

A final set of questions, again similar to the level of analysis issue raised above, is
that of who actually undertakes the analysis of different cost issues. For example, political
leadership and its representatives up and down the system (the Party apparatus, for
*0

example) may be concerned only about absolute costs, while the military may be concerned
more about the imposed constraints of being overly cost-attentive. Designers and plant
officials have to reconcile the resources that are being made available to them with the

*

demands, and it is their responsibility to provide the initial cost estimates which are,
presumably, used by decisionmakers in reaching conclusions.
F.

0

FINAL OBSERVATIONS

Soviet and western sources provide a hodgepodge of information about how the
Soviets measure and use costs in making weapons decisions; no single source provides
comprehensive overview, and understanding must be based on assembling data from
disparate sources. In Soviet, 6migrd, and intelligence sources, information exists about
how costs are evaluated and the role costs play in the decision process.

0

40

There is also an increasing openness about costs in the Soviet literature. For
example, the Soviet press has reported that the cost of the boosters used to launch the
"Soyuz" space capsules is 2-3 million rubles, the Soyuz itself about 7-8 million rubles, the
Phobos space probes about R25 million each, and the military space program some
3.9 billion rubles per year. The cost of the roll-on/roll-off ships produced at the Zhdanov
15

shipyard is R35-39 million, the Su-25 Frogfoot aircraft is R5.8 million, and an hour's
flight time in a Mi-8 helicopter is R530. Such information was seldom published even a
few years ago.
Costs play different roles at different levels of decisionmaking. In technical
choices, that is, those requiring a simple decision between two alternative technical
solutions to a problem, cost can play a decisive role: of two equally capable systems, the
cheaper is the preferable. Of course, "cheaper" is not easy to define. A product may be
cheap, but have a short life (as in aircraft engines). This may be perfectly reasonable given
the expected battlefield life of the equipment and the relative low cost of the manpower to
entire engines. On the other hand, a single piece may be expensive, but lead to savings
over time because its use in operation is significantly less expensive. Thus, technical
decisions are not clear-cut decisions.
There are also decisions of a different sort: those revolving around strategy,
operational art, and tactics. Cost plays a role in these as well, but perhaps of a different
sort. In these cases, the issue is between a number of different solutions, perhaps spread
across different services and organizations. Discussions of the impact of costs on how to
accomplish stratregic objectives is more difficult to find. These would include, for
example, the choice made in the 1950s to emphasize missiles over aircraft, in part because
they were perceived as less expensive.
It would also be valuable to differentiate between decisions to invest in defense and
decisions to procure specific hardware. Soviet perspectives on long-term gains and the
impact of those decisions on spending and thinking is, however, difficult to determine.
It would also be useful to link decisions with particular planning points. Specific
decisions are made at specific points, and by understanding where those decisions are made
in the process (before or after, for example, cost estimates) we should be able to get a better
handle on the role of costs. This is becoming increasingly possible as the Soviets reveal
more about the development of current weapons systems such as the Su-25 Frogfoot, the
Su-27 Flanker, and the MiG-29 Fulcrum aircraft.
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IV.
*

CONCLUSIONS

The Department of Defense currently has three major areas of interest that benefit
from knowledge about the role of costs in Soviet decisionmaking: (1) cost-imposing
strategies; (2) cost effectiveness at the margin, and (3) costing the Soviet threat. We have
found a number of sources that offer meaningful insights on those issues, including reports

*

*

by Soviet dmigrds, official Soviet journals, memoirs by Soviet leaders and officials,
intelligence reports, and western academic studies. Also, the new Soviet openness in
general, coupled with Mikhail Gorbachev's increasing concern about the shape and scope
of Soviet defense spending in particular, promise more comprehensive insights than were
ever available before.
Besides the three main questions raised in Chapter II, our reading of available
literature reveals a number of subsidiary issues which could shed light on the principal
concerns of DoD. These include:
* Differentiation of decisions to invest in defense in general versus decisions to
procure specific pieces of hardware.
0

The impact of cost on the content of Soviet strategy, operational art, and
tactics.

0

0

•

Linkagesrof decisions with particular economic planning points. In other
words, are specific decisions made at particular points in the Soviet planning
process? If so, our understanding of the impact of cost on specific weapons
choices would be greatly enhanced.
0

Systematic analysis of Soviet cost-estimating relationships would provide
insight into how Soviets make cost trade-offs in developing and procuring
weapons.
How (if at all) do Soviet perceptions of U.S. weapons costs and their
comparison to estimated Soviet costs affect the outcome of the Soviet weapons
procurement process?
A focused study on the interaction of Soviet weapons procurement and arms
control communities could yield significant insights into how (and to what
extent) Soviet defense burden influences Soviet arms control negotiating
behavior and positions.
17

With current Soviet interest in converting defense industries to non-military
activities, understanding the transferability of Soviet defense resources would
provide insights into how readily the Soviets can convert from defense to nondefense investment.
Finally, we again emphasize there are indeed significant questions that should (and
do) concern DoD officials about how cost functions in the Soviet weapons acquisition
process. Moreover, our limited literature survey indicates there are enough data already
available to shed meaningful insights on those DoD interests.
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